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The liner shipping industry operates in a highly challenging

market environment where constantly dropping freight

rates increase the pressure to become more cost 

efficient in an asset heavy industry. The advancements 

of digitalization continuously facilitate efficiency gains, 

but also start to challenge the existing business model of 

freight forwarders and shipping companies alike, raising

the question how the ocean carriers should converge

digitalization.

In this white paper series, Ginkgo has already explored the 

degree of digitalization exposure liner shipping companies 

are facing in their first paper. Now, based on the previously 

conducted evaluation concrete recommendations for 

actions on how carriers can approach digitalization are 

given. Analyzing specific digitalization opportunities to 

expedite the digital evolution of the carriers will conclude 

the series in the third paper.

Lars Godzik

Founding Partner, Ginkgo Management Consulting

Introduction
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is nothing more certain and 

unchanging than uncertainty and change.

- John F. Kennedy

“
”

A long-lasting rate demise is shaking up the liner 
shipping industry for almost a decade, fierce 
competition and a core product that has turned into 
a commodity due to overcapacities. The increased 
pressure and dependency from the large freight 
forwarders and the fast increase of customer 
demands towards the transportation requirements 
(for example 24h tracing solutions) leaves carriers 
with their back against the wall. Rising new players 
that challenge the overall business model make the 
situation for the carriers even worse. Digitalization has 
already left a mark on the dated business model and 
will have a tremendous impact on the liner shipping 
industry in the future. As assessed in the first paper 
of our series “Setting sail towards Digitalization in the 
Liner Shipping Industry”, digitalization will affect three 
major areas, referred to as the three pillars.

Digitalization will drive profitability (Increase 
Efficiency), change the perspective of the core 
product (Target the Customer) and reposition or 
reinvent offered products and services (Venture into 
new Markets). Now it will be up to the carriers to 
decide on a clear directive and strategic plan on how 
to approach their transformation, whether they are 
aiming to create new digital services or maximize the 
utilization of existing solutions. Within the following 
pages we will line out how shipping companies can 
change to embrace digitalization as becoming a part of 
their core business. Ginkgo Management Consulting 
has developed a digital transformation model for the 
liner shipping industry. This model addresses which 
steps are required to transform a carrier towards 
maximizing its own capabilities of using digitalization, 
regardless of size and financial capabilities.
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2. GUIDANCE: SETTING SAIL TOWARDS DIGITALIZATION

To initiate the transformation process to a carrier geared up to enter the digital age the following, individually 
adjustable framework can be applied:

Figure 1: Digital Transformation Model for Carriers (Source: Ginkgo Research, 2017)

A successful digital transformation consists of several different key components, which are all intertwined and 
highly dependent upon each other. Thereby the Digital Strategy of the carriers is providing the ground-laying 
framework and is setting the direction for the overall transformation process. All other corner stones like the 
Innovative Mindset, Organizational Setup, Partnership & Collaboration as well as Development & Realization 
need to be in-line with the direction given by the strategy becoming one unified body of change. Additional 
insights can be gained by looking at the transformation steps and potential application will be outlined in the 
following section.

Key Question:
• How does the carrier perceive his future as well as define and control his strategic goals?

Having the support of the top management is the most important part, when aiming to evolve towards a digital 
carrier. Thus, the management will be required to give straight directive on the degree of digital transformation 
they want to achieve by answering questions like:

• What will be the primary revenue streams of the future carrier?
• Will the carrier solely focus on the core-business and use digitalization to drive cost efficiency?
• Will the carrier (also or exclusively) become a digital service provider?
• Does the company have the capabilities and the ambition to become a digital leader, or will 

the company just adopt established trends?

2.1 Define a Digital Vision & Strategy

Digital
Transformation
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Mindset
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& Collaboration
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Development 
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Digital
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After having clarified the long-term objective on 
how digitalization will shape the company, a strategy 
has to be defined, outlining how the company will 
approach to reach their goals. Based on the adjusted 
digitalization business strategy, a coherent IT strategy 
must be lined out. Furthermore, it is important that 
digitalization will have the proper management 
attention throughout the whole transformation. 
However, the challenges and pitfalls to successfully 
implement a digitalization and IT strategy are versatile. 
Starting with determining appropriate, realistic and 
reachable goals, aligning and communicating them 
and most importantly engaging the organization to 
get the people behind the vision and company targets. 
When deriving initiatives to reach the company 
targets, it is important to keep the key principles of 
simplicity in mind. Often larger organizations tend to 
engage in more projects simultaneously that they are 
able to handle. Hence, focusing on key priorities and 
finishing them will increase the overall throughput. 

Processes like Hoshin Kanri can be applied to support 
the implementation of the Digital Strategy throughout 
the company. Hoshin Kanri supports the organization 
to pinpoint the most important targets, communicate 
them and break them down into actionable priorities 
by regularly applying the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) 
cycles amongst various levels of the company including 
project teams. This process helps the company to 
regularly evaluate, also on the lower levels, whether 
the launched projects and initiatives actually deliver 
the expected results. A macro (company level) and 
micro (project level) X-Matrix can be utilized to 
summarize measurable targets for the set priorities, 
reasoning why specific priorities have been selected 
and how they can be transformed into financial 
benefits. This way, higher level targets are broken 
down to a manageable project level.

Key Question:
• How can the company continuously 

develop and introduce new innovation 
and change towards embracing 
digitalization?

The digital evolution will mostly be carried out by the 
employees and it is thus important to set the right 
course from the start to change from a stale to an 
agile, innovative environment. Regardless whether 
the following proposals are implemented as such, it 
has to be understood that digitalization and innovation 
for the liner shipping industry go hand in hand. 
Specifically the daily routines of every employee 
need to be challenged. Allowing innovation 
and change to happen and encourage 
employees to question the current business 
model are the important preconditions as well.

In order to introduce continuous change and 
innovation within the organization of a carrier, they 
can recourse to a model first introduced within 
the Toyota company: Each workstation manager is 
committed to propose and introduce improvements in 
regular iterations (e.g. bi-weekly). Transferring this to 
a carrier, these proposals can start-off simple, e.g. by 
implementing some of the proposals below in a less 
frequent cycle. Therefore, the important part is the 
binding nature to regularly propose (and implement) 
changes regardless of the magnitude. This way, the 
change itself is becoming part of the routines and 
commitment to it is ensured amongst all hierarchy 
levels. Following concepts will further support the 
management efforts to introduce the mindset change 
required to embrace the digital transformation 
process.

2.2 Embed Innovative 
Mindset
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Focus on the customer instead of the container 
transport
It is essential for the organization to ensure that 
the constraint view on the product of a carrier will 
dissolve. The value of digitalization can only be utilized 
once the business understands it’s value-add to their 
current business model and this can only be achieved 
if the focus is set on the customer instead of the 
transportation. Looking at the previous paper, this is 
also reflected in one of the three pillars of digitalization 
(Targeting the Customer), how digitalization impacts 
the industry the most. The customer is not necessarily 
interested in the container transport itself, but he is 
interested in having a certain type of good transported 
securely, timely and at a high level of transparency for 
the best market price. Shipping may only be a small 
part of the overall supply chain of these customers. 

Thus, rethinking the own perception of the offered 
services and business flexibility are important 
preconditions for the transformation. To initiate the 
mindset change it will be important to replace some of 
the decision makers. In comparison to other industries 
it is noticeable that many carriers still build-up on 
an old fashioned hierarchical system, dominated by 
former captains at sea, which may limit the focus down 
to the core-business only. Hence, promoting new ideas 
and business models is unnecessarily difficult and 
innovation potential may get buried in red tape. This is 
noticeable not only within the shipping companies but 
also in the communications with external partners. 
New ideas, processes or architectural changes are 
often met with a less than healthy degree of skepticism 
instead of trying to embrace the new potentials.

Breaking the silo thinking
To ensure the free flow of innovation within the 
company, it will be important to allow the employees 
to look outside their box. This means that the 
typical role thinking needs to be softened and the 
predominant “silo thinking” needs to be busted, for 
example by introducing integrated teams or fostering 
bipolar thinking. In this respect, the employees 
should also be granted a small portion of their time 
to endeavor in inter-company or inter-industry 
education to broaden their knowledge base. Regular 
job rotations can help to foster appreciation for one 
another and may ease the tensions that often arise in 
inter-communication between different departments. 

However, equally important to the introduction of 
these measures is the adjustment of monitoring 
methods of employee and business performance. 
Too often optimizations are done to fulfill KPI 
targets without realizing negative interrelations 
to other goals, which may be at the expense of the 
overall company result.  A prominent case is the 
transport volume maximization of single markets 
or regions within a market outperforming their KPI 
targets, by deliberately accepting a roll of cargo in 
later stages of the transportation or a decrease in 
available volume for other regions within the market.
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IT Business instead of IT versus Business
In respect of breaking the silo thinking, it is also 
important to address the significance and the 
acceptance of IT within the business departments. 
Often a tension between business and IT is 
predominant in companies, caused by various factors 
such as miscommunication, poor alignment, internal 
power struggles, slow response times or simply poor 
change management. Specifically the latter often 
causes employees to be faced with new software that 
they are unable to adapt properly, due to insufficient 
training efforts or not having the required level of on-
site support. In face of the digital challenges it is crucial 
that business and IT units pull together to successfully 
transform into a digital carrier.  For this reason, it is 
important that the IT is recognized not only as being a 
service provider for the business, but also as being an 
enabler for new business models and innovation. 
Currently, IT is mostly perceived as a cost center, 
however with the opportunities of digitalization IT 
could turn into a profit center, for example by opening 
up the system and offering already internally existing 
modules as software-as-a-service or try to monetize 
existing data or analysis. Regardless of the strategic 
decision taken by the management to which degree 
the shipping company will invest into digitalization 
their IT needs to change, by adopting a “fail fast” 
mentality and a more agile approach to increase the 
throughput. 

Key Question:
• How should the company structure be adjusted 

in order to enable digitalization?

After having laid out the basic strategy on how to 
approach digitalization and having stimulated the 
mindset change, the organizational structure needs to 
be aligned accordingly:

Digitalization Department & Innovation Lab
Regardless whether the carrier is aiming towards 
becoming a digital service provider (and is thus 
investing heavily in digitalization) or simply wants to use 
the advancements of digitalization, it will be advisable 
to have a dedicated digitalization department in place. 
Therefore, the department should be build-up as a 
cross-functional team to have a regular knowledge 
exchange from different business units and have a 
strong interconnectivity to various other business 
units. A digitalization department would have at least 
the following responsibilities:

Market Trend Monitoring
It will be crucial for the carriers to keep up with 
upcoming trends and new start-ups that could 
offer potential, either by improving efficiency or by 
offering solutions to ease the information exchange 
between different stakeholders of the supply chain. 
Additionally, the new department should keep 
close taps on these developments and investigate 
which opportunities are easy to implement and 
good additions to the current company setup.

Internal Innovation Exploration
As stated previously, it is noticeable that 
carriers have an existing, untapped innovation 
potential already inside the company. Many 
employees have developed best-practices 
and knowledge over the years which could, if 
utilized correctly, already lead to tremendous

2.3 Adjust Organizational 
Setup
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improvements. However, ideas and innovation 
are often lost in between silos and hierarchies. 
Therefore, the digitalization unit should become a 
vocal point for new ideas. It will be crucial to find 
a structured way of documenting, categorizing and 
measuring the potential of the ideas. Methods like 
the Value Proposition, AdLibs and Rapid Prototyping 
will help to quickly evaluate the potential. Further, 
the department could also become the facilitator 
of a newly setup Innovation Funnel.

Innovation Portfolio Management
As many innovation projects may be interconnected 
and have a high degree of dependencies, it is 
important that the digitalization department will 
take charge of the innovation portfolio and embed 
the change into the company. Specifically the latter 
is a crucial part of a digitalization department.
Depending on the carrier’s potential to innovate, 
available funds and the strategic decision on how 
far the carrier is invested in digitalization, the 
digitalization department could also be build up 
as becoming an internal innovation lab or even 
an incubator who is able to fund and integrate 
external innovation sources such as start-ups. 
However, the latter may require a spinoff of the 
department to allow for more independency, 
avoidance of red-tape and being caught up in 
the typical hierarchal structures of most carriers. 
Further, the independence may specifically 
make sense when choosing the incubation path, 
since digital solutions will require a large target 
market (potentially multiple carriers) in order to 
be beneficial. Due to the high competitiveness 
and compliance requirements it is unlikely that 
solutions that are associated with a particular 
carrier receive the necessary market acceptance.

Innovation Funnel
In many companies a great internal innovation 
potential is already given. However, many lack the 
proper setup and process to gather and filter the ideas 
and put them to good use. Either it is too bureaucratic

or too unstructured. Setting up an innovation funnel 
to increase the number of potential ideas as well as 
the quality of the output is a great way to strengthen 
the innovation potential. This can for example be 
supported by setting up a dedicated idea management 
system (IMS). On such a platform, employees could 
interchange ideas in a structured, moderated manner, 
discuss, improve and rate them. 
Additionally, iterative competitions will further 
enhance the idea throughput. An idea potential can 
thus be tested during the ideation phase, rather than 
later on in the development. The benefit of such 
a platform (placing ideas publicly) will also help to 
ensure that great ideas reach the proper amount of 
attention and do not get lost in bureaucracy. In spite 
of the decision on implementing an IMS, an employee-
incentive program should be established to rightfully 
acknowledge employees for new ideas and their extra 
work. Moreover, to get the company backing and foster 
the changes the company will undergo, ambassadors 
for innovation should be nominated. They will be in 
charge of communicating ideas and changes within 
the company structure and can be used as a focal 
point for the employees to pitch improvements and 
new business models.

Cross-Functional Teams & Agile Development
What started with the mindset change, needs to be 
implemented in the organizational structure. It is 
important to encourage the interchange between IT 
and business, e.g. by implementing a satellite system 
and strengthening the roles of the business project 
managers within the company. The breaking-up of 
silos also plays an important role in building cross-
functional and agile teams.

Currently development of IT-driven innovation 
at shipping companies is rather slow due to the 
usage of partly outdated technology and methods. 
Further, it is often the aspiration to develop 
products that appeal directly to the global market, 
making the overall iteration time too slow to keep 
up with innovation. A “good enough” solution 
that is ready to be launched in one market should
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replace the full global approach to shorten time to 
market and have earlier input from the users on how 
to improve the next iteration. This also coincides with 
the required mindset change to also allow failure at 
the gain of development speed. A stripped down, 
minimal viable product (MVP) has to become the 
new development goal. In particular well-coordinated 
outsourcing efforts as well as internal and external 
speed teams can help to adapt a fail fast, rapid 
prototyping approach as well as shorten the overall 
time to market of an MVP.

or eCommerce platforms with direct carrier bookings) 
may pose a very similar thread to the business model 
of carriers as seen today.

Digital Alliances
In face of the predicted growing market power of digital 
platforms as the main focal point for customers, carriers 
have to evaluate if a digital alliance may be a viable 
option. An alliance may be forged between different 
carriers in combination with digital service providers. 
One the one hand, it will ensure a broad audience 
and market power while being at the forefront of the 
digital game. On the other hand, such an endeavor will 
require a vast amount of resources which will be tied 
up in non-core business activities. Even if the digital 
alliance does not bring forth an integrated eco system, 
it is nonetheless key to a successful alliance at sea to 
agree upon joint working procedures and a steady 
and secure exchange of information between the 
partners. This exchange should happen preferably via 
electronic interchange without human interference 
to minimize workload as well as potentially critical 
sources for errors. Thus, data standards and protocols 
as well as converter/ distributor platforms for a lean 
communication between carriers will be required. 

Outsourcing, External Professionals & Idea 
Outplacement
To expedite the development efforts, carriers will 
have to examine their existing sourcing processes 
and providers. Building up lean processes, clear 
Service Level Agreements and a lean communication 
structure will be key success factors. In order to 
improve the sourcing processes, working models 
and gaining additional insight from other industries, 
working together with various external specialists 
in the period of transition should be considered. 
They can specifically support the efforts to design 
a lean IT architecture with the required interfaces 
and business intelligence support. When it comes 
to implementation, outsourcing certain products 
could be a viable option to enable a more disruptive 
development speed and rapid prototyping of potential 
new innovations. Both options, outsourcing as well as

Key Question:
• Which partnerships need to be formed or 

expanded to implement digitalization?

Regardless of the decision on the strategy, the 
execution and the transformation will require new 
partnerships and collaborations, either with third 
parties or also other carriers to fully harvest the 
potentials of digitalization:

Digital Service Provider
Carriers will have to re-evaluate the current player 
landscape in perspective of digital service providers. 
Depending on the digitalization strategy, partnerships 
will be a core component to evolve. Having the 
specialized logistics software service provider may 
allow the carriers to further optimize their operations 
by utilizing the latest technology, without having to 
directly invest into the initial development. Booking 
platforms and eCommerce market place (such as 
Alibaba) may help the carriers to widen their potential 
target market and acquire a new customer base. 
However, all options pose a certain thread in terms 
of dependency. For years carriers have been trying 
to escape the tight grip of the freight forwarders. 
Unfortunately, the uprising new players / digital 
platforms (booking platforms, digital freight forwarders 

2.4 Build Partnerships & 
Collaboration
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inviting external professionals can further help to 
expedite the transition towards new technology and 
architecture based on introducing new knowledge 
and working procedures. Carriers may also consider 
outsourcing parts of their internal ideas to startups 
(idea outplacement) if they do not have the means 
to pursue the ideas themselves in order to at least 
make money out of the internal innovation potential. 
Carriers might fear that a potential competitive 
advantage will get lost once an idea is sold but at a 
certain point in time, the product or service will be 
built anyway.

Key Question:
• What are the preconditions and requirements 

to successfully transform the IT into a digital 
unit?

Often, the organizational and architectural setup 
of the IT follows the given leitmotif of its business 
counterpart. The organigram of many carriers has 
grown hierarchically over time and many processes 
have become slow and cumbersome during this 
development. Especially the involvement of multiple 
departments, increased cycle-times of decisions and 
vaguely defined responsibilities are root causes of 
these slowdowns. Similar to the business, most of the 
carriers’ IT systems are becoming legacy systems that 
have grown historically over years. Thus, implementing 
a change might take considerably longer than it should 
due to dated development tools and frameworks, 
processes and approvals required or simply due to 
operational deployment restrictions to ensure a stable 
IT environment. IT systems are a mirror of the business 
procedures. If a carrier wants to push towards a digital 
transition, they will have to align their IT towards 
their new business values: flexibility, constant change, 
speed and interconnectivity.

DevOps can provide a good collection of frameworks, 
methods and tools with the goal of implementing 
continuous change at a high level of quality and an 
increased delivery speed. DevOps relies on an improved 
collaboration between the different stakeholders 
involved in software development and a mindset 
that is oriented towards continuous improvement by 
introducing feedback loops and disruptions into the 
daily work routines. Techniques such as Continuous 
Integration will help to improve testing efforts 
early in the development cycle by introducing test 
automatization, while other methodologies such as 
Continuous Deployment will significantly expedite the 
deployment cycles and innovation throughput.

Flexibility and scalability are key when it comes to the 
architecture setup. Thus, it is advisable to reorganize 
the ground laying systems into service clusters, 
leveraging microservices, which can be expanded 
easily and independently without compromising 
the stability of the IT system. Such a setup would 
also allow to transform existing components into 
services that are usable by other parties via open 
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and can 
add an additional monetarization channel. Opening 
up the internal services will require a new degree 
of API Management, for publishing, optimizing and 
controlling interfaces. Additionally, it can be used to 
automatically steer the usage of APIs, ensure proper 
monitoring of data transactions, or secure APIs by 
utilizing security guidelines.

Carriers will have to investigate if they can adjust their 
technological and organizational setup, or whether it 
is advisable for them to implement a bimodal IT. This 
way the two contradicting operating styles, stability 
and flexibility, aim to coexist without interfering with 
one another. This is comparable to organizational 
ambidexterity where exploitation and exploration 
processes are aimed to be united within one company.

2.5 Enable Development 
& Realization of Digital 
Solutions
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More details on how to approach the challenges 
of digitalization can be found in the Ginkgo 
Management Consulting Whitepaper “Staying on top 
of Digitalization”. Ginkgo has helped various clients 
worldwide to successfully initiate and execute the 
digital transformation by accompanying them from 
the definition of a suitable digitalization strategy to 
the implementation, by touching upon the clients’ 
characteristics and ideas and Ginkgo’s own expertise 
to create an individual roadmap.

Whether you agree or disagree with our analysis, we 
are keen to engage with you to talk about the future 
of the shipping industry and hear your thoughts on 
the ongoing digital transformation. Our whitepaper 
series on digitalization in the liner shipping industry 
will be rounded-off by the upcoming third paper 
with a deep-dive on potential digital projects and by 
answering how liner shipping companies can engage 
in digitalization.
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